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With the blessing of Burning Hamster I am currently updating his TEW 2010 mod
that is set in January 1996, I am updating it to May of 96 when Kevin Nash and
Scott Hall's contracts have just finished and they are all ready to join WCW. So far
the mod is already playable in America and I am currently using it for a dynasty
but the game still needs some things done that will take time like employment
histories, updating of Japan and Mexico and designing a new picture pack.
Hopefully these won't take long and the mod will be ready for release sooner
rather than later.
Raw and Nitro are currently going head to head for an hour every Monday night
and with the current settings both shows are averaging around 3.0 in the ratings
every week which is replicant of how close the ratings were at this time in real
life before the nWo was formed and WCW's ratings took off. For those reading my
current dynasty some things are in their that will be different to in this mod for
example at this time the dungeon of doom and the horseman are about to feud, in
my diary i have the dungeon of doom as faces but in real life both stables were
heels during this time as they feuded not only with each other but the top faces in
WCW like Sting, Hogan and Savage. Another is that Brian Pillman is in my WCW
diary and i have chosen to forget the strap match and Pillman getting fired but in
the mod he will be a free agent due to him being injured.
What's going on at this time:
WCW:
. Following the failed alliance to end Hulkamania run Dungeon of Doom and The
Horseman have split up and look to be heading into battle with eachother.
. Hulk Hogan is becoming slightly stale in his character and fans are starting to
turn on him.
. The Giant's second world title run.

. Introduction of foreign stars like Konnan, Jushin Liger, Eddie Guerrero etc.
. Kevin Nash and Scott Hall have just signed for the company but the news is yet
to be spoiled online.
. The strong tag team division continues to grow as more and more teams make
the division the strongest it's ever been.
WWF:
. Losing two major stars to their rivals the company needs to find new stars in the
undercard which currently include Hunter Hearst Hemsley, Steve Austin and Owen
Hart.
. Shawn Michaels is the top babyface and just won his first World title from Bret
Hart in a sixty minute iron man match, now Bret looks to take a short period of
time off to let Michaels adjust to the top babyface role.
. Struggling for star power, Roddy Piper and The Ultimate Warrior have been
brought back for another run with the company.
. The recently debuted Vader is being positioned to be a monster heel to take on
Michaels in the future and is gearing up for a rivalry with Yokozuna to get him to
that level.
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